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The eBook version of the Process Cooling Buyers Guide was created to support the
growing conversion to digital information sharing. We actively work with the
industry's top suppliers to keep their information current so that researching and
connecting with them is a simple, straightforward process. 

Browse through our featured content page-by-page or navigate to the speci�c topics
of your choice from the table of contents. Either way, this resource offers you quick
and easy access to equipment, supplies and services that will make your job easier. 

 

We also invite you to explore our comprehensive online Buyer's Guide at
www.process-cooling.com/buyersguide. 

 

Erik Klingerman 
 Group Publisher 
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Air Cooling/Air Movement Equipment

Air cooling technologies — and, more generally, intentional air
�ow — are used in process cooling applications to lower the
temperature of products, processes and equipment via a
cooling media of air or air�ow. At its most basic function,
during air cooling, an airstream, sometimes at a lower
temperature than the media or material to be cooled, is used
to displace heat from a higher temperature media or material,
to reduce the temperature of the process.

In practice, air cooing equipment can induce, introduce or
convey an air�ow or induce a draft to evacuate heat from an
enclosed space. Air cooling can be used in applications where
an enclosed space needs to be maintained within a controlled
temperature range. Air cooling also is used as a means of heat
rejection in equipment such as air-cooled chillers and
condensers.

In addition to being used for direct or indirect air cooling, air
movement equipment is used within other process cooling
equipment such as cooling towers and evaporative
condensers to induce an air�ow that increases the rate of heat
transfer.

Equipment used for air cooling is myriad. Examples include:
Air-cooled condensers and dry coolers.
Direct and indirect air-cooled heat exchangers.
Industrial fans and blowers.
Thermoelectric cabinet coolers.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Air Cooling/Air Movement Equipment
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Air Cooling/Air Movement Equipment

High-Quality Enclosure Cooling & Air�ow Solutions Since 1956
For over 65 years, Kooltronic has been a leading U.S. manufacturer of reliable, high-performance thermal management products for
equipment and process cooling applications. Unlike solid-state cooling units, Kooltronic air conditioners offer higher cooling capacities
and a unique closed-loop design that delivers accurate temperature regulation with minimal lifetime maintenance required. By
circulating clean, refrigerated air within a sealed enclosure, Kooltronic closed-loop cooling systems effectively dispel damaging heat
while protecting against humidity, dust, and airborne contaminants – ultimately ensuring improved operating e�ciency and a longer
lifespan for heat-sensitive components.

Visit kooltronic.com to browse an extensive selection of UL Listed, NEMA-rated enclosure cooling products available in various sizes,
capacities, and mounting con�gurations, or schedule a free consultation to collaborate with Kooltronic experts on a custom cooling
solution tailored to your speci�cations.

Call 609-466-3400 or visit kooltronic.com today!

Air Conditioners 

Heat Exchangers 

Fans & Blowers 

Custom Solutions
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Air Cooling/Air Movement Equipment

FiltXPO™ is where global leaders in �ltration and separation will gather to share the latest industry innovations and groundbreaking
developments in sustainable technologies on Oct. 10-12, 2023, at Chicago’s Navy Pier.

The 3-day power-packed exposition and technical conference is the one place where you can connect with 200 exhibitors and over
1,200 professionals involved in the design, manufacture, sale, and use of �ltration/separation products, and services.

Be a part of the Summit for Global Change where Filtrations top minds will tackle societal challenges in IAQ, sustainability, standards,
clean water and pandemics.

Exhibit and tap into industry breakthroughs for seismic business growth. Create bold new business strategies with late-breaking
industry intel and insights. Take advantage of onsite training with 1.5-day Filter Media course. 

 Register now to exhibit, or attend.

Contact Joe Tessari, joe@�ltxpo.com, T : 1 919 459 3729
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Chillers & Temperature Control Systems

As process cooling equipment, industrial chillers and
temperature control systems lower the temperature of
products, processes or equipment via air or �uid cooling.
Chillers are given the single task of extracting heat (reducing
the temperature) from processes or process equipment while
temperature control systems, also known as heat/cool
systems, are used to both remove and add heat to the
process, at prescribed times, to meet the needs of the
application. At its core function, a chiller removes heat from a
load (process or product) and ultimately transfers it to either
the environment as waste heat (though it may �rst transfer
that heat to a heat transfer �uid or refrigerant via a closed
condenser loop).

Chillers and temperature control units range in size from
compact, portable, wheeled units that can be positioned
immediately adjacent to the process to large, skid-mounted
permanent chiller systems. Some chiller systems are split,
where certain components such as air-cooled condenser are
remotely located, often outside, to minimize plant �oor-space
requirements.

Two common types of chillers air or water cooled. Both
versions contain a compressor, condenser, evaporator and
expansion valve. With an air-cooled unit, the heat that is
extracted from the product or process is rejected to the
surrounding air utilizing a fan to blow over a condenser coil. A
water-cooled chiller, by contrast, uses either recirculating
water, or water from an external source such as a cooling
tower, to remove the heat by circulating the cool water through
the lines of the condenser.

Chillers and temperature control systems are used in virtually
all process industries, from food processing to plastics to
chemical processing.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Chillers & Temperature Control Systems
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Chillers & Temperature Control Systems

Chillermen, a Fluid Industrial company, has been designing and manufacturing custom OEM chillers, pump and boiler skids for
countless applications since 1989.

 Chillermen exceeded industry standards when our engineers designed and manufactured our �rst Evaporative Condensing Chiller in
2003. Currently, we feature 3 different models ranging from 60 to 300+ tons with customizable features. Bene�ts include:   

30% improved e�ciency over air cooled   

40% reduction in footprint compared to air cooled   

100% custom design capacity at any ambient   

Single-point power and water connection   

Heavy duty steel skid construction   

Factory tested, charged and pre-programmed

 Two Northern California locations provides a full turnkey solution with on-site manufacturing, installation, start-up and ongoing
maintenance nationwide.

Chillermen continually partners with our clients from around the globe from the conceptual design phase through �nal production.

Visit www.Chillermen.com or call 800.963.770 to learn more about our capabilities and request a quote. 
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Chillers & Temperature Control Systems

Innovating Compressed Air Solutions for Over 60 Years
In 1961, Vortec became the �rst company to develop technology for converting the vortex tube phenomenon into practical, effective
industrial cooling solutions. Since then, Vortec has continued to re�ne and expand vortex tube applications, as well as develop air
ampli�cation products for more e�cient use of compressed air in cleaning and conveying applications.

Vortec’s line of innovative compressed air products include:

Vortex Tubes, Cold Air Guns, and Vortex Enclosure Coolers for spot and enclosure cooling

Vortec Cooling Vests for worker comfort and safety in extreme temperatures

Energy Saving Nozzles and Jets to blow off and clean

Air Ampli�ers and Air Knives for air conveying, surface cooling, and blowing off wide areas

Dual-Force Vac Drum Pump for liquid material handling

All Vortec products are designed to improve facility maintenance and productivity, increase equipment e�ciency, and improve
manufacturing methods and costs for cooling, cleaning and conveying. 
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Cooling Towers & Evaporative Cooling

How evaporative cooling works is familiar to anyone who has
sweated in the summer sun and felt cooler thanks to the
breeze. Whether it is the moisture from your skin or water
�owing over a cooling tower’s �ll, evaporative cooling reduces
the temperature of media or a surface via the evaporation of a
liquid. In industrial applications, natural or induced air�ows
increase the rate of evaporation and, by effect, cooling.

Evaporative cooling towers are used to remove heat from
myriad sources in industrial applications. Many cooling tower
designs are open-circuit designs, which means a portion of the
water �ow is evaporated to atmosphere to reduce the
temperature of the bulk of the water.

Other cooling towers are closed loops or closed circuits. In
such systems, the cooling water is circulated through a heat
exchanger upon which water is sprayed and through which a
draft is induced. The �uid circulating through the exchanger is
cooled indirectly by the evaporative effect.

In areas where water is scarce or expensive, dry cooling
towers can be used. These designs do not rely on evaporation
and instead use air�ow to convectively cool the �uid within the
exchanger.

In hybrid cooling towers and adiabatic cooling, both
evaporative and convective cooling can be used to achieve
heat transfer, depending on the ambient conditions.

Other methods of industrial evaporative cooling include
fogging and misting systems.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Cooling Towers & Evaporative Cooling
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Cooling Towers & Evaporative Cooling

EVAPCO—your team for life.
When staying online is your top priority, turn to the team you can count on for life. At EVAPCO, we’ve been working to meet the critical
demands of industrial applications for nearly 50 years.

In your industry, downtime means lost revenue. That’s why we engineer products speci�cally designed to satisfy the stringent
requirements and unique challenges of process cooling. Our full spectrum of solutions combines reliable thermal performance with
customizable industrial-grade materials of construction. Along with the latest code compliance and e�cient technology for conserving
both water and energy.

No matter which EVAPCO product you choose, you’ll experience our �rst-class service, combined with commitment to quality. To
maximize your uptime, allow our experienced engineers and global network of representatives to help you �nd the right solution for
your next project.
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Cryogenics and Industrial Gases

Cryogenic cooling is useful in applications where extremely
quick freezing is desired to preserve product quality via
improved texture, �avor or moisture retention. The de�ning
characteristic of cryogenic refrigerants are that they are
extremely cold. Liquid nitrogen (LN2) has a temperature of
-320°F (-195°C), and solid carbon dioxide (CO2, which is also
known as dry ice) has a temperature of -110°F (-79°C).

Unlike a mechanical freezing unit, which freezes products
indirectly by means of a heat exchanger, with cryogenic
freezing, the refrigerant usually has direct contact with the
product to be frozen. Such is the case with individually quick
frozen (IQF) foods, where each piece of food is rozen
discretely so that the frozen items can be portioned and
poured while frozen. Cryogenic cooling also is used for crust
freezing, which is a method of freezing the outside of a food
product to allow for the next stage of processing. Crust
freezing can preserve the product appearance during
downstream processing and reduce waste. Cryogenic freezing
also may be used before coating and glazing stages as well for
IQF foods.

Though cryogenic freezing most often is �rst associated with
food processing, it also is used for cryogenic size reduction
and recycling, solvent recovery and reaction cooling. Cryogenic
size reduction or de�ashing is accomplished by embrittling
rubber or plastic parts to remove excess material. In some
applications, condensation of some organics using liquid
nitrogen may make sense. Liquid nitrogen also can be used for
cooling reaction vessels in some �ne chemicals and
pharmaceutical applications.

Because of the extremely low temperatures of cryogenic
gases, effective piping that prevents heat ingress and leaks is
important. Jacketed and insulated lines help prevent cryogen
losses.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Cryogenics and Industrial Gases
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Cryogenics & Industrial Gases

Quickdraft Offers Reliable Exhaust of Cryogenic Gases 

Quickdraft offers Venturi Exhausters for cooking and freezing exhaust applications for the food and other industries. With no moving
parts in contact with the exhausted cryogenic gas, fan failure due to freezing and ice build-up on the exhaust fan impellers is eliminated.
Your use of expensive, conditioned air is minimized, and you experience a more consistent, dependable exhaust �ow. The system vents
nitrogen or carbon dioxide gases as low as -250˚F (-156˚C).

Quickdraft systems are custom engineered to your space and whatever size or type of cold storage you need to exhaust. We have built
systems for everything from freezing tunnels to walk in cold rooms. Our system technology results in a virtually maintenance-free 

 system and eliminates downtime. See these and other 3D exhaust system animations available on our website, www.quickdraft.com.
For more information, or to discuss your speci�c application needs with our experienced sales team, please call 1.855.VENTURI.
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Cryogenics & Industrial Gases

Magnatrol Bronze & Stainless Steel Solenoid Valves
Since 1936, Magnatrol Valve Corporation has been manufacturing full port-internal pilot operated and direct acting solenoid valves to
control the �ow of water, de-ionized water, ammonias, vegetable oil, fuel oil, gas, steam, brine, solvents, dirty/viscous/ corrosive �uids,
cryogenics, and oxygen.

Bronze valves are available from  1/4” – 3” with threaded ports, and stainless steel valves are available from 3/8” to 3” with threaded or
150 and 300 lb. �anged end connections. Valves are available normally open or normally closed with standard shipments in  3-7
working days and rush orders shipped same or next day. Special applications/alloys and custom engineering are available. Every valve
is manufactured and tested in house, and cleaned and degreased to keep them free of moisture. A wide range of industry standard
options is also available.

For more information, call 973-427-4341, Fax: 973-427-7611, E-mail: info@magnatrol.com, visit www.magnatrol.com, or write
Magnatrol Valve Corporation, 67 Fifth Ave., Hawthorne, NJ 07507.
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Fluid Movement and Control

The �ow of �uids — liquids or gases — is at the heart of myriad
process cooling applications. To put it simply, effective heat
transfer occurs when the cool stream absorbs heat from the
material or surface to be cooled. To effect ongoing cooling, as
the cool stream absorbs heat energy and its temperature rises,
new cooled media takes its place adjacent to the material to
be cooled.

Integral to heat transfer are both the convective effects that
occur in �uids — heat rises within a �uid while colder materials
sink — and, in many applications, the motive force to convey
the �uids to the area of heat transfer.

Within process cooling applications, adequate �ow, accurate
�ow measurements and effective �ow control are essential. In
water cooling applications, for instance, effective �ow control
and monitoring help ensure that the process or equipment
being cooled does not overheat should cooling water �ow be
interrupted. Failure to monitor cooling �ows can lead to
shortened equipment life, unplanned downtime or even
catastrophic failures should reduced �ow affect process
cooling.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Fluid Movement and Control
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Fluid Movement and Control

FiltXPO™ is where global leaders in �ltration and separation will gather to share the latest industry innovations and groundbreaking
developments in sustainable technologies on Oct. 10-12, 2023, at Chicago’s Navy Pier.

The 3-day power-packed exposition and technical conference is the one place where you can connect with 200 exhibitors and over
1,200 professionals involved in the design, manufacture, sale, and use of �ltration/separation products, and services.

Be a part of the Summit for Global Change where Filtrations top minds will tackle societal challenges in IAQ, sustainability, standards,
clean water and pandemics.

Exhibit and tap into industry breakthroughs for seismic business growth. Create bold new business strategies with late-breaking
industry intel and insights. Take advantage of onsite training with 1.5-day Filter Media course. 

 Register now to exhibit, or attend.

Contact Joe Tessari, joe@�ltxpo.com, T : 1 919 459 3729
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Heat Exchangers

Heat exchangers are process equipment used to transfer heat
— to effect heating or cooling — between two �uids. The
primary con�gurations are:

Shell and tube, which consists of a series of tubes, in a single-
or multi-pass layout, within a vessel. The �uid to be heated or
cooled passes through the tubes while another �uid �ows
around the tubes, within the vessel.

Plate, which consists of a pack of many thin plates assembled
in a frame or permanently bonded. The �uids to be heated or
cooled pass on either side of the plates, which are arranged to
create a large surface area and small �uid paths for heat
transfer.

Within each of the primary types are several types. For
instance, within shell-and-tube exchangers, there are designs
with �xed and �oating tubesheets, divided or two-pass �ow
shells, and straight or U-tube bundles. Additionally, there are
hybrid designs such as shell-and-plate or spiral plate
exchangers. In plate heat exchanger designs, both openable
and permanently bonded designs exist. Gasketed plate heat
exchangers can be opened for cleaning and regasketing, for
instance, while brazed or welded heat exchangers — often used
in closed-loop refrigeration applications — cannot. Other heat
exchanger designs include �nned plate or �nned tube designs.

In addition to the myriad design options, heat exchangers are
used with widely varying �uids. Liquid-to-liquid, liquid-to-air and
air-to-air �uid streams may be found in process applications.
Liquids such as chilled or heated water, a water-glycol (heat
transfer �uid) solution, steam or refrigerants are used to effect
process heating and cooling.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Heat Exchangers
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Heat Exchangers

Colmac Coil Evaporator Solutions for CO2 Industrial Refrigeration Systems
CO2 as a refrigerant is becoming an increasingly popular option for a wider range of industrial refrigeration applications. Colmac Coil
has developed tools and a comprehensive product offering to provide the market with the evaporators needed for any type of CO2
industrial refrigeration system being installed today.

Colmac Coil A+Series® Industrial Air Coolers designed for every type of CO2 industrial refrigeration system provide a solution for a
variety of industrial applications. A wide range of customized con�gurations are available to provide you with a solution that meets
project requirements, and options that give you the �exibility to match any application.  

Since 1971 Colmac Coil has provided customers worldwide with innovative heat exchangers and heat transfer solutions for industrial
refrigeration, HVAC, power generation, and gas compression applications. World-class manufacturing facilities in both Washington
State and in Illinois provide customers with fast delivery times and outstanding after sales support. Contact us today to learn more. 
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Heat Transfer Fluids & Coolants

The original — and ubiquitous — heat transfer �uid is water, of
course. For those applications in which water alone cannot be
used because the temperatures required are outside its useful
range, heat transfer �uids and coolants are called into service.
Typically employed in closed-loop heating and cooling, the heat
transfer �uid or coolant circulates from an area of relatively
high temperature to one of relatively low temperature, or vice
versa, to effect heat transfer. In cooling applications, the low
temperature �uid is used to extract heat from the process or
equipment to be cooled. In heating applications, the high
temperature �uid is used to add heat to a process or to
maintain a temperature. Heat transfer occurs via conduction.

Heat transfer �uids are optimized for the temperature range
within which they are intended to be used. Low temperature
heat transfer �uids extend the low-end operating range of the
�uid well below the temperature at which water freezes. At the
other end of the spectrum, some high temperature heat
transfer �uids can be used in applications up to 700°F (371°C).

There is no one heat transfer �uid that is ideal for all
applications. Understanding a �uid’s characteristics such as
viscosity, density, speci�c heat, thermal conductivity and
freezing point are key to specifying a heat transfer �uid for a
speci�c application. Equally important is �rst understanding
the characteristics and requirements of the process.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Heat Transfer Fluids & Coolants
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Heat Transfer Fluids & Coolants

Dynalene offers low electrical conductivity water-based heat transfer �uid:
Dynalene LC series
A heat transfer �uid with low electrical conductivity is essential for applications where electronics or electrical components are cooled
either directly or indirectly (using a heat exchanger/cold plate) by the �uid. Such applications are found in fuel cells, computers, radars,
electric vehicles, charging stations, and induction heating. Normally, when selecting a low electrically conductive �uid, one might
consider a dielectric �uid such as a hydrocarbon, however choosing the right chemistry along with properties such as: �ammability,
toxicity, corrosivity, thermal stability, and pumpability over a wide temperature range is crucial for low conductivity applications.
Dynalene offers high performance Dynalene LC series �uid, which can be produced from either propylene glycol (Dynalene LC-PG) or
ethylene glycol (Dynalene LC-EG), or BioGlycol (Dynalene LC-Bio). These specially formulated, water/glycol-based coolants provide
excellent thermo-physical properties including high heat capacity, high thermal conductivity, as well as low electrical conductivity 
(<5mS/cm).  Dynalene LC contains a proprietary blend of non-ionic corrosion inhibitors and provides excellent corrosion protection for
any low electrical conductivity application.
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Refrigeration Systems & The Cold Chain

Large-scale industrial refrigeration systems are used in the
process industries for food and beverage production and
processing, some chemical and petrochemical applications,
and pharmaceutical processing, among others. They serve an
important role in many processes where low temperatures
must be maintained to achieve or preserve the product.
Industrial-scale refrigeration systems also are used outside the
process industries in applications such as district heating and
ice rinks.

A primary refrigerant used in many large-scale refrigeration
system applications for the process industries is ammonia. A
natural refrigerant, ammonia offers many bene�ts for industrial
refrigeration, including good heat transfer and energy e�ciency.
Also, it has an ozone depletion potential of 0 and a global
warming potential of 0 — both advantages over CFC or HCFC
refrigerants. Exposure to high concentrations of ammonia can
cause injuries to the respiratory system; however, ammonia’s
pungent odor allows people to smell ammonia at much lower
concentrations. Because of this hazard, other natural
refrigerants such as carbon dioxide may be used in concert with
ammonia, in a secondary cooling loop, for instance, to minimize
the risk of personnel exposure to ammonia.

The temperature-controlled environment in which products
must be kept — speci�cally, those that must be kept in
refrigerated or below freezing conditions — is collectively
known as the cold chain. The refrigerated production, storage
and distribution facilities and activities serve to maintain the
quality and condition of products such as fresh and frozen food
and pharmaceutical products.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Refrigeration Systems & The Cold Chain
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Valves, Controls & Related Instrumentation Components

The sensors, instruments and other components connected via
a computer-based wireless or wired network comprise the
Industrial Internet of Things. Taking advantage of the internet
allows data storage and access remotely as well as the ability
to collect much more data in an actionable format. Data
analysis helps process engineers identify key performance
indicators, spot trends over time, and better track mean time
before failure or required maintenance, among other tasks.
Cloud computing, or the sharing of local data with servers
stored physically elsewhere on the internet, provides a means
of backup and can make process data available to remote
personnel, allowing the performance among different plants
within a company with many locations to be compared. The
proliferation of wireless technologies makes possible
predictive maintenance programs that increase reliability,
shorten maintenance cost (and time frames) and offer the
potential to increase plant safety and product quality.

Despite the many possible bene�ts of the Industrial Internet of
Things, caution is warranted. As with the analog devices these
digitally connected controls are replacing, the measurements
made are only accurate, repeatable and useful when they are
appropriately located within the process. A poorly positioned
sensor or corroded or broken connection points can provide
inaccurate data. Failing to consider cybersecurity and take
steps to secure data can leave a plant vulnerable to
cyberattacks. Working with an experienced controls provider
can help mitigate these concerns and harness the best that Big
Data has to offer.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Valves, Controls & Related

Instrumentation Components
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Water Treatment

Neglecting cooling water treatment, including �ltration, can
lead to problems resulting from corrosion, scale, deposition
and biological fouling in process cooling equipment such as
cooling towers, chillers and exchangers.

In evaporative systems such as cooling towers, a portion of
the water �ow is evaporated to atmosphere to reduce the
temperature of the bulk of the water, which is used in
circulating water systems. Water evaporation in the cooling
tower concentrates the dissolved salts found in the cooling
water, which increases the potential for scale, corrosion and
biological fouling. In cooling towers, blowdown and makeup
water are used to reduce the buildup of salts and insoluble
airborne debris, which also can contribute to corrosion, scale,
deposition and biological fouling.

The cooling water environment also provides a medium for the
growth of microorganisms, leading to bio�lms that plug the
water-contactedcooling equipment and can help accelerate
corrosion and reduce heat transfer. Waterborne bacteria such
as Legionella can thrive in cooling towers if inadequate water
treatment occurs.

In addition to chemical water treatment, nonchemical water
treatment is important. Some nonchemical water treatments
can help reduce scale. Water treatment monitoring systems
can help gauge the level of corrosion, scale, deposition and
biological fouling. Beyond that, �ltration can be used to remove
�ne suspended and dissolved solids within the cooling water
�ow. As water treatment expert Paul Puckorius once said, a
�lter is a nonchemical water treatment that every cooling water
system should utilize.

CLICK HERE

For a complete list of suppliers of 
Water Treatment
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